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Nature’s amazing labyrinths: Bicontinuous phases in biology and material
Bicontinuous geometries are fascinating structures that are characterised by spatially extended highly-ordered arrangements on the
nanoscale. Alan Schoen’s Gyroid surface is in many ways the archetype of these geometries, being a surface that divides space into
two identical domains, each of which is an ordered maze-like infinite labyrinth.
For the Gyroid and all other bicontinuous forms, the characteristic defining feature is that all components (which may be lipid
membranes, copolymer moieties, membranes, biopolymeric materials) all ‘percolate’ throughout space. Because of this geometric
characteristic, they allow e.g. macroscopic and fast transport or diffusion; simultaneous mechanical stiffness and permeability; and
other functional material properties including photonics.
Bicontinuous phases (and related phases) have by now become nearly house-hold names and occur in many synthetic soft matter
systems, particularly those that are self-assembled [1]. There are many instances where these phases occur in biological tissues, yet,
their role in these biological systems remains less well understood.
In this talk, I will first discuss how several different species of green butterflies use the Gyroid nanostructure as a biophotonic crystal
that causes the green coloration. I will further discuss how we can draw inspiration from this biological photonic material for manmade photonic structures and how Gyroid-related photonic properties can be investigated geometrically [2,3].
I will then discuss the occurrence of Gyroid-like phases and structures in biology, in particular in intracellular membrane structures. I
will discuss why I consider that understanding why and how these structures form in nature is a useful future step – both for material
design and for understanding their function in nature – and why progress in this area is likely in the next few decades [4].
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